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Assist whitepaper
This whitepaper is neither a technical manual nor
a simple commercial brochure. Its aim is to offer
to the customers a complete overview of all the
functionality available on the Assist platform,
going into the operational and architectural detail of

Eurosystem

the product.

2000

®

Customization & Integrations
The art of making information technology.

All the products are completely engineered, created,
Eurosystem200

0 S.r.l.

commercialized and maintained by Eurosystem2000®
S.r.l.; this allows us to provide an easily customizable
product, adaptable to the specific needs of the
customer.

History

Assist is able to integrate itself with third-party softwares
eventually already in use by the customer.

Eurosystem2000® S.r.l. is a company specialized in the ICT sector ( Information and Communications
Technology), founded in Modena in 1987.
Our mission is to develop information technology capable of managing and simplifying
our customer’s daily operativeness.
With Eurosystem2000® S.r.l. you can rely on just one supplier capable to offer all the essential
services for the growth of your business.
Trust us,
Maurizio Ferrarini

Customer Service
In order to support our customers in the very best possible
way, CS is directly handled within our company, by
our highly-specialized internal staff.
Every customer is managed by a supervisor, who is your
representative for every single phase of the project sales, initial start-up and final implementation.

CEO
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Available to be purchased or in the cloud
Assist is available in two operating modes :
• Purchased (installation on Windows or Linux servers)
• Cloud based

Assist

The cloud solution allows to work from anywhere
through the Internet without worrying about managing
data security or IT infrastructure.
Assist works via a latest generation infrastructure
and is composed by several servers hosted in a webfarm
with TIER4 certification, in order to guarantee high

The Suite for the complete management of installation,
support, maintenance and repair services

levels of reliability.

Integration with Area
Platform

All of the features described in detail in this whitepaper
are integrated with the ERP named “Area” (developed
by Eurosystem2000® S.r.l.).

Assist is a ERP dedicated to all the companies that deal with supply of services like installation,

This is this way we built a solid, integrated and easy to

technical support, maintenance and repair on plants and machines. Practical, powerful and

use platform.

innovative, Assist allows to manage the organization of all the daily tasks thanks to its flexibility and
modularity, ensuring an increase of productivity and internal management efficiency.
Assist supports multi-currency and multi-language in order to be also used abroad, satisfying all
the needs of the modern companies. Icons, labels and layouts can be translated into your specific
language; documents are generated and printed through MS Word and are fully customizable
and pre-arranged in multiple ways, so that any document can be produced in the desired language
at any time.

Software: always evolving
Our customers recognised the added-value that Assist
offers, a platform always upgrading with extra
features that, once developed, can become available
to all customers.
Every year we dedicate great investments on the
Assist project, testifying the growth over time of our
software.
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Con

trac

from
areagate.it

t

Creation of service calls and tasks
Assist offers several possibilities to create support

Technical
Support

requests:

1.

Creation of
service calls
and task

• From the ERP when a customer makes a phone

Email

from the ERP

request;
Phone
call

from contracts
from the App

• By contract, whenever there is an expected scheduled

on www.areagate.it

maintenance on a specific deadline;

App

• The technician and the customer can create a task
Menu standard
Contabilità
Magazzino
Ordini
Vendite
Statistiche
C.R.M.
Assist 2.0

indipendently through the app;

by email piping

2.

• On www.areagate.it;

Optimized management of the after-sales flow

Tasks
Planning

• By email delivered from authorized providers (email
piping).
Whatever you choose, the task will be available within
the ERP instantly, ready to be assigned to a technician

In summary

The service includes

Assist allows to optimize
all

the

workflow

linked

□□ The possibility to create support requests through email,
app, web portal or the ERP when a phone-call is received;

to the technical support,

□□ The opportunity to notify the assignment of a task to the

whether on request or pre-

technician via email, SMS and keep track of everything

scheduled.

within the Assist App or Google Calendar;

From the creation of the
service call until its invoicing,
all the operative flow is
handled in an innovative
way and it is optimized to
create precious time for
your business development.

or a team.

□□ The ability to handle the work flow on the move via the App,
reducing paper waste;

□□ The ability to to collect a customer’s digital signature
directly on a smartphone or a tablet;

□□ The ability to send a report of the task and its attachments
immediately by email;

□□ The opportunity to check all the tasks closed by the technicians
before starting the automated billing.

Tasks planning
Once a support request has been created, a supervisor
has 3 ways to assign the task to the technicians:

consulting the daily planner of the chosen technician;
• The service request can be assigned to a

2.

Tasks
Planning

technician who will later decide when to perform it

from the ERP

within a specific deadline;

through the Scheduler

• Using the Scheduler, the supervisor can easily
a simple drag’n’drop gesture.

Assist features - Technical Support

Creation of
service calls
and tasks

• Using the ERP, the task can be assigned while

look at the team’s workload and assign the task with

10

1.

3.

Tasks
management

Assist features - Technical Support
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Tasks management

Integrated billing

The technician will be notified about the assignement

Once the supervision is ended, the task will be

by email or sms and will find all the details on Google

permanently closed activating the automatic billing.

Calendar or the Assist App.

2.

The technician will be able to carry out the tasks (on the

Tasks
planning

app or through the ERP) monitoring the service request

4.

5.

There are two possible ways of billing:

details, specifying all the services performed, the
materials used, the travel expenses and the duration.

every time.

Within this phase the technician will be able to select

from the ERP

collecting the customer’s signature or the company

from the App

4.

task’s data will be sent to the ERP; at the same time, the

Per customer or per period

6.

Task
overview

customer, the company manager, the technician and

Any closed task will always be available to consult with
all its associated attachments (within the ERP, the App or

6.

the web portal).

the agent will receive the task report by email.

There is also the opportunity to examine all the data

Business intelligence

intelligence or to monitor the activity trend through

3.

Tasks that were pre-closed using the app will now
be available within the ERP to be checked by the

the task.

Tasks
management

1.

4.

Tasks
overview

If necessary, the manager will able to edit the list of

duration

interventions, services, spare parts and to add up

services

faults - solutions
replacement

5.

Assist features - Technical Support

6.

History &
stats

Creation of service
calls and tasks

2.

Tasks
planning

materials

incidental charges (e.g. meals, overnight, call-out fee).
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Dashboard AreaGate

a dashboard available on AreaGate.

manager, who will verify the accuracy of all the data
included by the technician and then definitively close

History &
stas
History on App or ERP

about a task through an advanced system of business

Tasks overview

History &
stats

History & stats

stamp in electronic format.
Then, the technician will pre-close the task and all the

at the end of the month

Tasks
management

it the tasks or the materials are to be billed before

Integrated
billing

1) At the end of the month for every task
2) Per customer or per period, choosing specific tasks

3.

Tasks
overview

Integrated
billing

Integrated
billing

5.

3.

4.
Tasks
overview

Tasks
management
Technical support - complete flow
management of a call

Assist features - Technical Support
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Internal repairs: reception of goods
When the goods are admitted into the lab, Assist checks

Internal
Repairs

Already
exists?

Already
exists?

Already
exists?

YES

YES

NO

New matriculation
number

if there is a match with a matriculation number inside
its database. Otherwise, the system will procede to
automatically create a matriculation number before
opening the repair call.
In this way, the history of the tasks will be always available

New internal
repair flow

Re-delivery
orders

Re-delivery
orders

for every single system.

Re-delivery
orders

Computerized management of the internal flow of
repairs. From taking charge of the issue to the creation
of delivery notes.

Never be in the dark again about what’s happening
Assist allows you to be always informed

Delivery
notes

Internal repairs - our system
creates a call automatically when
the goods are received.

about the

progress of the internal repairs processes .
Thanks to its configurable steps, you will be able to

In summary

The service includes

The feature named “collect
goods

to

allows

to

generate

be

automatically
calls

reparations
by

fully

repaired”
about

constituited
programmable

You will be able to follow all
the progress step by step,
as well as to customize
documentation

and

to

generate documents which
have to be delivered with
the repaired products.

remain before the return to the customer.

□□ The ability to automatically create support calls following
a massive entrance of goods into the repair lab;

□□ Automatic creation of matriculation numbers not included
within the ERP;

□□ The ability to monitor the progress of the phases through

Internal repairs - progress status

configurable steps;

□□ The ability to generate delivery notes as a function of

operating steps.

know at what stage the repair is and how many stages

different orders of return;

Flexibility in the creation of delivery notes

different stages of the repair within a single view ;

When a repair task ends, a summarizing delivery note

at the repair lab starting from an external service request

orders.

planning the collection of a damaged system.

Assist allows to browse through the documents

□□ The ability to consult all the generated documents during the
□□ The ability to create service calls that have to be performed

will be create containing all the authorized re-delivery

related to a specific service call. Within just one panel,
the customers will be able to consult all the documents,
delivery notes, orders and invoices.
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Assist features - Internal Repairs

Internal repairs - Browsing
through all the documents

Assist features - Internal Repairs
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List of all available features:

App
A completely new way to get the features of Assist
and of the ERP while on the move.

In summary
This application is developed
for both Android and iOS
platforms and allows to use
all of Assist’s features and
all the main features of the

It is an innovative App, one
of a kind, able to offer a
complete management of
requests

□□ App available for Android and iOS platforms on their

Customers

Company’s references (address,
telephone, fax, email) and contacts

Business details and contacts of all
your customers

CRM

Tasks management

Tasks, CRM records, customers’
attachments, suppliers and prospects

View, management and conclusion of
to-do tasks

Insert call

History

Insert calls (assigned or to assign) on
the move

Accessible
per
matriculation number

Plants and matriculation numbers

Contracts

Complete
management
plants,matriculation numbers
components

Contracts’
management
scheduled maintenance

of
and

customer/

and

Catalogs

Bills

General catalogs order by product or
by customer

Browse all the customers’ bills

Account balance

Stock

Complete management of payment
deadlines

Browse warehouse’s
materials handling

Sales

Warehouse management

Sales management sorted by customer,
time frame and materials

Management of packing lists and
stocktaking

respective store;

□□ The opportunity to work while on the move, even without any
data connection (offline mode);

□□ Full integration with the device’s features (e.g calls, GPS

stock

and

navigaton, e-mail, camera, microphone and barcode

ERP on the go.

support

The service includes

Company

(offline

mode is supported as well).

scanner);

□□ The ability to capture the customer’s signature and
stamp through the device;

□□ Integration with AREA software management features;
□□ The ability to scan barcodes through the device’s camera;
□□ The ability to take pictures and attach them to the digital
booklet of the task ( offine mode available);

Goods transfer
Traveling warehouse management
and transfer between warehouses

Attempted sales
Sales management on the move

□□ An App with an high security standard and the opportunity to
create accounts and to check customers’ login.
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Company

Tasks management

This section allows your technicians to find all the

The technician will be able to consult all the assigned

company’s details in a single place.

tasks, sorted by day, week, month of custom time frame.

Thanks to this feature they will always have with them

The management is structured on six pages:

the necessary information about the company contacts

1) General information: summary of the service call

and managers, as well as other useful data like the Tax

including all the necessary information for the technician

code and VAT number.

to perform the task on his/her own;

Thanks to the integration with the features of the mobile
device it is possible to place phone calls, send emails
and activate guided navigation.

2) Services: opportunity to set or edit all the services
Assist App - company section

performed on task (to be billed or not or other);
3) Task’s detail: here it is possible to specify if the task

Customers

was carried out remotely, at the customer’s site or in a

In this section the technician will be able to find the

mileage;

laboratory; here the technician can also set times and

customer’s contacts and addresses where he will have

4) Materials: this page is used to set or edit all the

to handle the requested service.

materials used in the task;

Thanks to the integration with the features of the mobile

5) Customer’s information: collection of signature,

device it is possible to place phone calls, send emails

stamp and eventual notes of the customer;

and activate guided navigation.

6) End task: here we set if the task was concluded or

Extra features give the technician the ability to browse
for other data, such as account balance, catalogs and
invoices.

not, attach photos, select additional recipients and post
Assist App - customers section

messages to the administration or marketing manager.

In the intervention management
screen, you can view the list of
open calls divided by day, week,
or month and, for each of them,
have a summary that highlights
the main information that the
technician has to know before
performing the intervention
(such as the presence of any
different destinations, if he/she
has to work alone or in a team,
the checklists, the contracts,
any performance and materials
provided)

CRM
The CRM feature allows to browse records including all
the information related to customers, suppliers and
prospects while on the move.

Assist App - CRM tasks
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Insert call

Plants and matriculation number

This section allows the technician to add new support

This section allows to consult all the information relating

requests even when he/she is not at the office.

to plants, matriculation numbers and components
through a practice tree view.

There are two options:

If there is a data connection, it will be also possible to

1) Auto-assigned service call: to be used when the

survey and update the customer’s car fleet at the same

technician will perform this new task;

time of the task’s execution. By doing this, the service

2) To be assigned: if the task has to be sent to the

call will be linked to the specific matriculation number

coordinator in the office for a specific planning.

of the task.
Assist App - Insert call

Assist App - detail “Plants and
matriculation number“

History

Contracts

Through this section the technician will be able to

This section allows to consult open contracts or expired

consult all the tasks performed for a particular customer,

ones through a dynamic timeline.

regardless of the technical executor.

For each contract it is possible to get all the necessary

The technician can filter all the tasks performed, order

information details (date of stipulation, validity, duration,

them (by day, week, month, custom time frame) for every

renewal mode, type of activity) and place service calls

customer and consult all the information related to

related to the contract of the matriculation number.

them.
It is also possible to consult a digital dossier related to
the service call, formed by: checklists, photos taken

Assist App - Contracts timeline

Assist App - detail of the
performed services

while working, the task report and any attachments

Price lists

that may be present.

This section allows to consult price lists (standard or
customer-specific), researchable by internal code,
advanced code or description.
The search results are displayed in a grid showing all
the price lists linked to a specific product.

Assist App - task’s report
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Assist App - Catalogs: search
results.

Assist features - App
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Bills

Stock

This section allows to consult sales volumes and filter

Thia feature allows you to check the stock of a product by searching for inner and advanced

them by customer or by time frame.

code or text.

The resulting table lists all the entries related to the filters
that were set and their respective date of issue.

Sales

For any entry it is possible to dowload a detailed PDF

The function allows you to consult the goods sold to individual customers in a specific time

file, or even share and forward it.

interval or filtering it for goods and services provided.
Assist App - bills consultation

Warehouse management
This function allows to create a stock list scanning all the barcodes of all the products using
the device’s camera or a professional device equipped with a laser barcode scanner.

Account balance

It is also possible to manage and process packing lists generated from a customer order
In this area it is possibile to consult general payment

by scanning an EAN code and set the amount taken during the preparation phase of the

schedules or specific ones related to a customer.

order.

There are three levels identified by a red, yellow and
green emoticon allowing an easy filtering of the results

Transfer of goods

through the definition of thresholds on expired, bank
receipt, total exposition , open orders etc..

This function allows to manage the transfer of goods between the main warehouse and

You can also access details of the customer’s accounting
data record in order to go into the details for each item,

the traveling one or between two traveling warehouses. It is also possible to enable email
Assist App - bill book

notifications about the detail of any transfer that was made.

create PDFs, share and download invoices.

Attempted sale
Using the “Attempted sale” function the contact personnel can try to sell products that are
on the travelling warehouse.
When the sale is finalised, the system can print the delivery note through a portable
bluetooth printer. Data are later synchronized within the ERP along with the delivery notes
(PDF).

Assist App - detail “expiring
bonds“
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View: plants and matriculation number
This section allows an immediate perception of all the

Plants &

matriculation
numbers
Management and consultation of installed
items along with historical details of tasks on
matriculation numbers

customer’s matriculation numbers thanks to a convenient
tree view that allows to understand its composition.

Plants
Matriculation No.1
Component No. 1

For each matriculation number it is possibile to consult
information - even on the move - and have a complete
access to standard data, customizable data and
documents such as manuals, configuration programs,
pictures and any other information needed.

Component No. 2

Matriculation No. 2
Matriculation No. 3
First group
Matriculation No.1

Presence of contracts or associated components will be
immediately visible thanks to specific icons.

Component No.1
Component No.2

Matriculation No.2
Plants and matriculation numbers
-Tree view of the components of
the plant

Stock list of systems even on the move
In summary
This

function

manage

allows

structure

to
and

detailed information of the
plants subject of assistance.

The service includes

Using Assist, the technician will be able to update and

From the ERP:
□□ The ability to organize machines installed at a customer’s in

customer’s where he/she is working.

it is possibile to run and
update

stock

lists

of

them to the performed task.
This

function

allows

to

provide

accurate

and

detailed

statistics

on

managed plants.

The technician will be able to handle N-levels and

matriculation number in different plants while maintaining

composition of the plant.

□□ The possibility of linking matriculation number to contracts;
□□ The association of the installed components to the
matriculation number;
From the App:
□□ The ability to conduct a census and to update matriculation
numbers and missing components;

□□ Matriculation number identification via barcode reading;
□□ Consultation of information, contracts and components;
□□ The ability to browse additional records of the matriculation
numbers;

□□ limit the visibility of a matriculation number depending on
the specific technician( e.g.use of external technicians).

24

compose a tree structure to describe in detail the
Plants and matriculation numbers
- Matriculation numbers detection
through barcode scanner

history about tasks;

matriculation numbers and,
if necessary, to connect

a convenient tree view;

□□ The ability to disconnect and reconnect branches of

On site or at the customer’s,

make a list of the installed matriculation numbers at the

Assist features - matriculation numbers

History & stats
The historicization of a service call on a matriculation
number, as well as the customer owning it, allows
you not to miss any information about the history of a
performed task even in case of a changing of ownership
or when multiple technicians are working on the same
item.
Is it possible to get detailed statistics on performed tasks
for each type of managed matriculation number.
Plants and matriculation numbers
- History of performed tasks

Assist features - matriculation numbers
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Customizable contract types and templates
The detail of any contract can be drawn up denoting
expected

services,

included

materials,

plants,

matriculation numbers and specific rates established

Contract

management
Complete management of support service contracts
for the organization of scheduled maintenance
and management of contractual conditions

with the customer (e.g discounts and reductions on
price lists).
It is also possibile to manage the total number of hours
to be deducted, indicating for each task the number
of hours of service that the customer has subcribed to
and subtracting at the end of each intervention the time
spent on or the interventions included. The contract will
be updated in real time and the customer will have
an accurate and detailed situation about how many
hours of support are left and usable.
In case of seasonal contracts (their validity is limited
to certain months of the year) the renewal generates a

In summary
The

module

allows

The service includes
full

control of support service
contracts

whether

them

being deduct, scheduled,
expired or in progress.
Even on the move you can
open calls, manage their
situation and check their
validity using the timeline.

From the ERP:

□□ The ability to manage several types and models of contract;
□□ Definition of contractual conditions for billing and payment
by instalments;

□□ Generation of scheduled maintenance activities;
□□ Print though Word customizable templates;
From the App:
□□ The ability to consult existing contracts and expired ones
through a dynamic timeline with zooming function to
navigate through time frames;

□□ Display details and examine contractual conditions and

new contract with the same frequency, projected in the
following year.
When a task is closed, all the specific conditions, services
and materials used will be inherited depending on what
is indicated on the contract, leaving to the operator only
the data validation.

Easily manage billing conditions
The management of contracts allows you to define

the included matriculation numbers;

conditions of payment (bank transfer, direct remittance,

assigned linked to the contract;

with the automatic calculus of accrual.

□□ The ability to place self-assigned service calls or calls to be

Contracts - management of the
hours that have to be deducted

bank receipt) and modalities for payment by instalments

□□ Consultation of contracts from plants structure/
matriculation numbers.
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Assist features - Contract management

Contracts - billing condition
management

Assist features - Contract management
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Planned maintenance with scheduled tasks or “to
follow“

View “open contracts“ into the App

Planned maintenance can be defined in two ways:

situation of the customer’s contracts.

Planned:

the

system

creates

immediately

and

This view

allows an immediate perception of the

For each contract it is possible to observe the detail of

automatically all the calls provided by contract

the contained information (date of stipulation, validity,

depending on the periods set on the activities to be

duration, renewal mode, type of activity and contract).

performed.

Thanks to a specific function it is also possible to place
a call linked to the contract or to the matriculation
number.

To follow : the system creates the first maintenance call

Contracts - view “open contracts“

then the following one will be created “n” days after the
end of the first planned intervention, as defined in the

View “expired contracts“ into the App

contract. This allows to create a new call at “n“ days
from the closing of the previous one.
Inside the scheduler the manager can enjoy the use of
both programmed calls and received support requests;

Contracts - Scheduled
maintenance with planned
interventions

this allows to optimize travels, duration and travel costs

The history of expired contracts is easily accessible
through the navigation of the timeline in order to
trace the correct timing.
In a few moments you can view all contracts issued,

for customers belonging to a specific area.

renewed and expired with their respective details
showing all the relevant information.

Contracts - view “expired
contracts“

Autonomously customizable Word templates

Consult contracts from the plant structure

Assist allows to autonomously customize the templates

Starting from the view of the plant and matriculation

that are used to print the specific contract for the

number structure it is possible to consult the contracts

customer via MS Word documents.

available

whether

they are connected to an individual contract or to a

It is possibile to edit the document layout and set the

matriculation number contained within.

necessary parameters to extract from the ERP all the
necessary information, obtaining a visually appealing

Closing a task from the ERP will be easier thanks to

document and complete in its contents.

the automatic acquisition of the contractual conditions
defined with the customer and connected to the

The document signed by the customer is stored inside
the digital booklet of the contract.
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and open support request calls
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Contracts - Customizing
templates via Word

intervention performed.
Contracts - plant structure

Assist features - Contract management
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Commissions management in economy or estimate
Through the commissions management you will be able

Building site 1

to organize your installations efficiently.

Commissions

Building site 2

Every ERP document or warehouse handling document
can be connected to a commission to obtain a

Building site 3

comprehensive and complete evaluation of costs
incurred and revenue received.

Building site 4

Using Assist it’s easy to manage orders, transfers and
stock list of products at the construction site.

Organize installations and tasks in a practical and
effective way using commissions.

Commissions - it’s possible to bill
to PSR

Filling daily performed tasks via App
Assist allows to connect a call to a commission. The
technician can therefore fill the daily report using the
ERP or the App while on the move.

In summary
This

module

manage

The service includes

allows

to

commissions

in

□□ Complete management of commissions in economy or
estimate;

economy or on estimate to

□□ The ability to manage multiple technicians and multiple

better organize your work

construction sites to keep track of costs and revenues of

and to keep an eye on costs

the materials and labor used, the perceived deposit and

and revenues of the various

returns of goods that come back to the warehouse;

steps that are part of the
project.
Through the analysis of
the commissions you will
be able to merge all the
documents related to a
specific job and generated
starting from the estimate
phase up to its completion
and billing.
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□□ Management of product transfers between warehouses and
construction sites;

□□ The ability to open calls linked to a commission;
□□ The ability to bill Project Status Report (PSR)
□□ the opportunity to browse through all the accounting
and warehouse documents that are part of a commission;

□□ The ability to customize the detailed report analysis of the
order;

□□ In depth analysis of the returned divided by order
through integration with a business intelligence system.

The costs of the performed activities will be acquired
automatically according to labor cost, third-party
services and products used whilst revenues will be
acquired from the invoices issued.

Commissioned orders - filling
daily performed tasks via App

Analysis of commissions’ return
Through business intelligence it is possible to carefully
analyze in depth the costs and revenues related to
the commissions.
You will be able to to browse upstream and downstream
through all the documents and you can also make
charts to monitor the tasks.
The generated reports can also be shared within the
organization.
Commissioned orders - Cost
and revenue analysis through
business intelligence

Assist features - Commissions
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Customizable through the ERP software
Checklists are easily customizable and can be created
independently via the ERP.
Checklist

Checklist

The structure on which they are based is composed of
three simple elements:
Pages:
Pages allow you to split and then organize information
on multiple tabs. For example,grouping them by subject
in order to facilitate compilation.

Filling data and default information through
fully customizable checklists

Panes:
Rectangular shape within the same page which allowing
the enclosing of information linked by the same topic in
order to get a better reading of the estimation record.

In summary

The service includes

for a detailed compilation

□□ A customizable list of tasks to perform or checks to be carried;
□□ The ability to link checklist to a type of activity, type of

of checks and inspections

matriculation number, a model or to the same matriculation

to

number that is the subject of the task;

A checklist is a valuable tool

perform

during

a

maintenance.
Using checklists you can
provide to your technicians
an exhaustive list of tasks
to perform or values 
to
be recorded, in order to
achieve high standards of
quality.

□□ The ability to attach one or more checklist for each call;
□□ The ability to include checklist into the task report or to create
a separate document;

□□ The ability to customize lists according to your needs in
complete autonomy;

□□ The ability to use recorded data to study ad hoc business

Information:
Preparation of the fields that a technician must complete
to record information.

Easy to fill through the App
Application side, the structure described just above
can facilitate the filling of data by the technician
because the information linked to the same argument
are automatically arranged in pages or in appropriate
panes.

with customizable filters;

Therefore, the technician can quickly record checks and

needs.

to foresee upstream mandatory information to complete

□□ The ability to customize Word templates according to your

Checklist - view “ERP“

measurements that have been performed with the ability
the form and close the service call.
When ending the task, the customer will receive a report
containing the checklist duly completed.
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Checklist - in App view
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A flexible tool suitable for any industry

Thermal units and refrigeration

Checklists can be also used to compile in a electronic

When ending a task the technician can fill directly

format all the documents connected to the task

using the smartphone an “energy efficiency control

that must be delivered to the customer (or to store

report”. This report, duly completed, will then be stored

them inside the company), in order to comply with legal

on the task and emailed to the customer. The plant’s

obligations.

booklet will be printed on paper and must be phisically

In this way, all the compiled

kept by the customer, as provided by law.

data by a technician

during inspections (or a part of them) can be used to fill

Checklist can also be used to register equipment

fields of the Word document previously customized and

containing fluorinated greenhouse gases (F-gas

associated to the “electronic checklist”. In the closure

declaration).

phase, a module will be attached to the task report
and will be send to the customer and stored in the digital
file of the call.
Below we present some specific examples for various
sectors:

Checklist - Word customizable
template “checklist on cash
register ”

Fire extinguishers
Scanning

the

barcode

placed

on

the

fire

extinguishers you will be able to quickly locate the
matriculation number on which you are doing support

Scales and cash registers
Assist can create specific checklist

Checklist - Word customizable
template “Energy efficiency
control ratio”

for

and easily fill out the checklist associated with it.

every

matriculation number and fill them with the necessary

Other sectors

data for the periodic review of cash registers.

The great flexibility of the tool and the ability to create

It is also possible to export the file that has to be sent to

and customize the checklists independently makes them

the RA to comply with legal obligations.

usable in a growing number of sectors for different
purposes. Furthermore the advanced formatting
options allow you to create Word custom templates to
suit your needs.

Pools and water parks

Checklist - Word customizable
template “F-gas declaration”

Thanks to the customizable checklist the technician
can register on the device all the values that were
detected during the analysis performed on pool’s
water or tests performed on plant. Once the task is
closed, the customer will receive along with the report
a copy of the checklist, therefore keeping track of the
health of the plant. Registered data may be retrieved

Checklist - Word customizable
template “check on pools”

through customizable filters in the ERP and be used to
study ad hoc business.
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Scheduler

Plan events effectively, even on the move
With the ability to share or overlap multiple
technicians’ calendars, the manager can have an

Google Calendar
& Scheduler

Agenda Area

overview of their various appointments and jobs, move
or delete tasks and create, move or edit technicians’

Smartwatch

activities anywhere quickly and easily.

Google Calendar - Tasks view

All the information you need in one place
When you assign a call to a technician through the

Plan your appointments effectively and get access
to the company’s appointment calendars from any
device

Assist scheduling assistant, an event instantly appears
on the technician’s Google calendar containing the
information they will need to carry out the assigned task.
You can then start up navigation, call the contact

In summary
Scheduler,

Agenda

The service includes
Area

and Google Calendar work
in perfect synergy and can
be synchronized with any
device.
In this way you can create,
move, or delete tasks from
any of these tools.
With Scheduler, you will
also have an innovative tool
to better manage the entire
workflow.

□□ The option of scheduling employee activities easily and

person, consult any internal or customer’s notes and
get the overview on tasks that need action throughout
the day, week or month.

intuitively in an optimized way;

□□ The ability to move from a general overview to a detailed
and specific one;

□□ The ability to insert calls from the scheduler and assign them
to one or more operators via drag and drop;

□□ The ability to manage the booking of vehicles;
□□ The possibility to share the calendars of individual technicians
with the manager to get an overview via overlapping views
of their various appointments and availability;

□□ The ability to instantly synchronize tasks and calls between
Area, Calendar and various configured devices (computer,
smartphone, tablet or smartwatch);

Google Calendar - detail “call“

View appointments across all your devices
Through integration with Google Calendar you
can access your appointments calendar from any
smartphone, tablet, smartwatch or computer with
the built-in app of the specific device. When creating
a task from any of your devices, the information will be
instantly two-way synchronized on all of them.
You will then have a truly integrated ecosystem.

□□ Easy viewing of the appointments calendar from the native
App of your device.
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Google Calendar - Activities
synchronization on all devices
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Optimized planning of operations and activities
With the scheduler, the manager will

employee workload and assign tasks

have a powerful, flexible and unique

and activities to one or more technicians

tool to plan joint tasks in a simple

with a simple drag and drop.

and intuitive way.

The time intervals are dynamic and

The list of technicians on the left and

customizable to provide the most

the dynamic time frame at the top

suitable level of zoom (1 day, 3 days, 5

create a view that allows you to track

days, weekly, monthly, from-to) or show

only working hours or days.
You can switch between the overview and a
“specific” focus thanks to a series of

or disable the display of tasks and actions.
Finally, by moving the mouse cursor over
an operation to be assigned or already
allocated, the coordinator can view a map

filters by area, team, technician, technical

with the location of the customer and all

area, call status or activity type, which

the details of the call.

will from time to time allow them to enable

Time frame

Grid
The scheduler heart. The list of
technicians on the left and the
selected time frame at the top allow
the coordinator to have a glance on
employee workload.

Allows the period displayed in
the grid to be changed to show
scheduling for one day, three
days, five days, weekly, monthly, or
choose a specific period (from-to).

Calls to be assigned
Open calls may be assigned
via drag & drop directly on the
scheduler.

Map

There are several grouping modes:
Date added
Task
Priority
Client
Call Status
Technical Area
Pre-assigned Technician
You can also show or hide scheduled
or contract calls, and customize the
time period.
Calls to be assigned can be
projected on the map to see their
geographical distribution.
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Open calls will be displayed on
the map in order to allow the
coordinator to optimize technician
call-outs by geographical proximity.
In this way, you will reduce the costs
of call-outs.

Insert call
Incoming calls can be entered directly on the scheduler and will
become available for assignment in real time. Instantly, they will
be synchronized with the ERP.

Customize the view
There are also available a number of additional filters for the area, team, technician, call status or activities.
The display on the scheduler events can be optimized in various ways, choosing a classic view or appointments
calendar-style, enabling or hiding interventions and activities and limiting the hours or days to working ones.

Assist features - Google Calendar & Scheduler
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A

G

Application control panel
One of the main functions of AreaGate is to allow full
control of the App in an easy and intuitive way.
Through a series of on/off switches and checks, you can

AreaGate

edit some preferences that will change the appearance
and functions of the App in order to make it perfect for
your needs.
For each technicians you can set the login credentials,
the modules to be shown and enable the scheduler and
the calendar.

An innovative portal, one of a kind, designed to
provide full control of technical support

AreaGate - Management of
individual technical qualifications

All the tasks at your fingertips even on the move
With AreaGate you will just need an internet connection
to be able to see all open / closed tasks sorted by
technical, customer or time frame. Even on the move,

In summary

The service includes

AreaGate is a multilingual
portal

that

allows

configuration
management

and
of

all

the

services related to Assist.
Managers,

technicians,

customers and agents will
have

profiles

providing

access to all the information
they need.
AreaGate is updated in real
time and can be consulted
at any time.

□□ Dashboard with interactive statistics summarizing the

you will have access to the history of the tasks and view
or share the task’s report, compiled checklist and all
other documents that may be attached to the call.

performance of the main indicators related to support
services;

□□ The ability to manage accounts used by the technicians to
access the application, defining for each of them credentials

AreaGate - Tasks consultation
inside the portal

and usable functions;

□□ The ability to consult history of the performed tasks
sorted by technician, customer, time frame, and to view

Customize your communications

or share all attachments;

AreaGate allows the system administrator to customize

customers and managers can insert calls or consult their

automated emails to the customer, manager, technician

□□ The opportunity to configure the access credentials so that
tasks;

□□ The ability to customize application’s features;
□□ The ability for the administrator to control technicians’

in complete autonomy the models used for sending
and agent.
With a handy editor, it will be possible to create various
models inserting your favorite information.

access, App Version and GPS location;

□□ The ability to customize all email templates.
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AreaGate - Customize
notifications via email
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Email Piping: how does it work?
Through email piping, the system is able to automatically

Open
Call

Email
Piping

Processed

generate technical support calls, starting from emails
Unprocessed

coming from your customers’ pre-authorized e-mail

Open
Call

addresses.
Authorized?

Authorized?

YES

NO

In this way you will save time and you will avoid possible

Processed

Unprocessed

Authorized?

Authorized?

errors due to manual insertion of calls.
Whether the email is from an automated system, by a

YES

NO

customer or by any other authorized level, our system
is capable of processing its content and automatically
generate a call that will appear instantly within the ERP.

This service allows to open support requests sending
a simple email

The customer and company’s responsible will receive
an immediate notification of the new call, so that you
Customer

will be able to offer a service with H24 availability.
Customer

In summary

The service includes

Email piping allows to insert

□□ The possibility by authorized customers (or automated

support requests within the

systems) to insert support requests in Assist sending an email

ERP by sending an email

to your default inbox;

from a pre-authorized email
address.
This system is able to process
the e-mail, understand its
contents, and open service
requests.

Email Piping - Service Operation
Scheme

□□ The ability to connect to existing email addresses, there is no
need to create a dedicated new infrastructure;

You are the one who establishes who can open a call

automatically processed by the system, without missing any

Through the web portal you can define a list of customers

warning;

authorized to open a call via email.

□□ The opportunity to consult the emails received but not
□□ The potential to enable different email addresses belonging
to the same customer in order to open support requests

This feature is particularly

(there is no limit to the number of email addresses that can

suitable in cases of failure

be allowed).

All you need is the list of email addresses that you want
to enable for the use of the service. Remember, only
authorized e-mail will be processed!

reports sent by automatic
systems.
H24 Service!
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Email Piping - Definition of email
addresses authorized to open
calls
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Advanced feature: fields detection into email body

No received email is lost, only those authorised are
processed
Through a sophisticated system of checks, the only
emails to automatically generate calls will be those
from pre-authorized e-mail addresses.
Open
Call

Other ones will be moved to a subfolder waiting for
your control. Do not fear, you will never lose an email

Processed

Unprocessed

Authorized?

Authorized?

because the system does not delete them automatically
but it simply moves them waiting for you to decide what
to do!

YES

NO

You always have under control the situation of the
emails automatically processed by the system or to be
processed manually.

Email Piping - Pre-opening call
checks

Allowing automated systems to open calls in Assist
Some automated systems can be configured to send
emails automatically when an anomaly occurs.
By setting the mailbox dedicated to receiving support
requests, the system will automatically open service calls
Example of an e-mail generated
by
an
automatic
system.
The
fields
/
tags
are
recognized by the system
and
automatically
imported
into Assist as shown above.
You do not need to follow a
particular order in the drafting of
the email and tags can also be
“mixed” with text without causing
problems to their recognition.

whenever it gets an email coming from those devices.
It is also possible to customize the email body with “tags”
that will facilitate the recognition and proper placement
of the information during the automatic insertion of the
call inside the ERP.
Email Piping - Automatic systems
can open calls in Assist
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Contacts
This section offers to your customers the ability to quickly

Customers
access

find all your references.
Without quitting the application, you can place a phone
call, view a fax number, send an email or browse for the
internal assistance referents.
It is also possible to start guided navigation to the preset
address through the device’s dedicated application.

By enabling this service, your customers will have
access to a personalized, simple and intuitive
homepage where they can open and manage
their calls

In summary

The service includes

Thanks to a personalized

□□ The ability to insert or consult calls on the move and to attach

homepage within the App

pictures stored in the device’s gallery , taken by the camera

or Web portal (AreaGate)

or imported from Dropbox;

your customers will have all
your business contacts and
the ability to open support
requests and display history
of their tasks, even on the
move.
24/7 Service!

□□ Access to the history of the interventions performed or
planned;

□□ The ability to access, share, or download task’s reports and
certification forms (checklists) in PDF;

□□ The opportunity to carry out all these operations on the app
or on the web portal.

App customers Access - Viewing
“Contacts”

Support request
The call opening feature gives your customers the ability
to autonomously enter support request from a practical
and simple panel where they can indicate the subject,
description, internal reference of the call, matriculation
number on which the support has to be performed and
attach images stored in device’s gallery , taken by the
camera or imported from Dropbox.
Requests are synchronized with Assist in real-time, where
you can assign them to a technician.
During assignment it will be possibile to send a notification
of taking charge of the call to the customer(via email or
SMS) automatically.
App customers Access - Viewing
“Support requests”
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Tasks view
The task history allows your customer to consult all the
performed tasks or the planned ones and to go into
details for each of them.
It is possible to view open/closed calls and sort them by
a specific time frame. Moreover, it is possible to check
the tasks, the materials used and the notes indicated by
the technician for closing the service call.
It it also possible to access, share, or download tasks’
reports in PDF and, if the checklist module is active,
even download a certification model compiled by the
technician.
App customers Access - Viewing
“Task report”

App Customers Access - Viewing
the performed tasks
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Parent customer/
Agent Access
This service allows bill-to customers (father
customers) and agents to open service calls and
check the task history about their own customers

In summary

The service includes

Providing an account to

□□ The ability to insert or consult calls on the move and to attach

your bill-to customer, you

images stored in the device’s gallery , taken by the camera

will grant the possibility to

or imported from Dropbox;

open a call or consult tasks
made at its branches or its
departments.

□□ Access to history of tasks performed or planned at assisted
customers;

□□ The ability to access, share, or download task’s reports and
certification forms (checklists) in PDF;

□□ The ability to access this feature at any time, 24 hours per
Similarly, thanks to agent
access

you

will

allow

your agents to open calls

day, even beyond business hours of the company service.

□□ The opportunity to carry out all these operations both via
App and web portal

and browse interventions
concerning only customers
under their responsibility.

Assist features - Parent customer/Agent Access
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Contacts

Tasks visualisation

This section offers to your agent and to your bill-to

Once a call is assigned, your agent (or bill-to customer)

customer the ability to quickly find all your references.

using the task history can know the date and time the
technician will have to travel to perform the task.

Without quitting the application, you can place a phone
call, view fax numbers, send emails and browse for the

This way, the agent/bill-to customer will be able to

internal assistance referents.

answer to all the requests for information made by the
customers (or subsidiaries).

It is also possible to start guided navigation to the preset
address through the device’s dedicated application.

The agent can consult all the details of the performed
tasks and check the services and materials that were
perfomed and also see any note made by the technicians
about the resolution.
The agent can share or download all the task
reports (pdf format) and, if the checklist module is
active, also download the certification model filled by
App: Agent access. - Viewing
“Contacts”

the technician.
All of this works exclusively for the agent’s customers

App Agent access
- Viewing “History of the tasks
per customer “

or branches, without any need to contact them directly.

Support requests
By accessing the application with a father or agent
customer profile, the call opening function will allow the
agent to place calls for his customers or, analogously,
your bill-to customer to open calls for its subsidiaries or

Your company

its departments.
The bill-to customer and the agent are autonomous
and can place requests 24/7. You will find them
immediately on Assist.

Agent or bill-to customers

The agent profile can also be used for a property
manager to open service calls for any of the managed
apartment blocks.

Your Customers

App Agent Access

Customer Contact
App: agent access.
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Integration with the ERP
You can create estimates of costs arranged in blocks

Estimates
of costs
Fast, practical and customizable. Assist allows to
have a professional management of estimates
of costs.

of products and services and compute subtotals for all
your customers and prospects.
Each product can be accompanied by images and
technical details.
The organization of the estimate of costs divided by
entries can be also used to choose which items have to
be visible when printing the document.
Estimates - Product images on
print

Integrated flow of your documents
Estimates are the first documents of a work flow that
ends in accounting entry.

In summary
Estimates of costs can be
made in several ways and
with different layouts to
suit your needs perfectly;

The service includes
□□ The ability to manage estimates of costs divided by customers
and prospects;

□□ The ability to link the estimate of costs to a CRM record and/
□□ The ability to manage for each product the time of installation

send them via email to your

with an automatic calculation of the labor time required;

With images and descriptive
fields, you will able to make
your estimates of costs more
clearly and completely.

browse through the flow history to see every previous
and next item of the chain using a single view.

Estimates - Browsing through
documents

□□ The ability to create estimates of costs divided by specifications
where some items are visible and other invisible;

□□ The ability to export estimates of costs data on an Excel
spreadsheet and import it back to update the changed
values;

□□ The ability to print an estimate of costs with several images
linked to the products;

□□ The ability to create multiple models to print depending on
the type of estimate of costs;

□□ The ability to transform a estimate of costs in a order.
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delivery notes, bill or accounting entry) it is possible to

or calls in Assists;

in a few moments you can
customers.

For each document (estimate of costs, order, contract,

Management Features - Estimates of costs

Loading suppliers’ catalogs
With Assist you can create estimates starting from
products and economic conditions of your suppliers’
catalogs.
This allows to always have an updated database to use
in your offerings.
Estimates - Importing suppliers’
catalogs (from Excel, Text, and
Metel paths)

Management Features - Estimates of costs
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CRM tasks

Customer
Relationship
Management
Get the best organizational efficiency by managing
relationships with potential customers, existing
ones and suppliers

CRM tasks allow to link all the tasks planned and
performed by the company employees to a customer
profile; on a potential or acquired customer you may
keep track of all events to have them available, even
on the move.
In this way it is possible to facilitate internal
communication because they will be historicised on the
profile, and therefore centralized, the technical calls
closed by a technician as well as the commercials tasks,
the administrative tasks, or any operation performed by
an authorized user.

CRM tasks on a customer

A customizable record for every profile
Assist allows the creation and management of different
records for different types of profiles like customers,

In summary

The service includes

This feature allows you

□□ The ability to centralize internal communication through

to keep track of tasks

assignment of tasks and sharing them through historicisation

and

on profiles;

relations

customers,

with

your

planning,

historicizing and centralizing
anything

on

their

own

record.
You can create tasks, see
the already performed ones
and access documents and
records about them.

□□ The ability to store external communications received and
sent to a profile (phone, email, fax);

□□ The ability to create flexible and customizable records for
different entities (customers, prospect, suppliers and more);

vehicles etc... making the system suitable for any
management need.
It is also possible to create CRM tabs dedicated to a
matriculation number in order to historicise different
external files such as manuals or drawings grouped
by model or single apparatus. This information will be
available during the support activities on the move.

CRM - Nominative record
consulted by management

□□ The ability to define and update information that have to be
placed on the records;

□□ The integration with Assist allows to autonomosly create
additional records for models/types of matriculation number;

□□ The ability to have an integrated and always aligned system

through a shared appointment calendar synchronizable with
Google Calendar and Scheduler;

□□ The ability to enter and view tasks of a profile, download
attachments and documents for a full control of your
information assets even via App.
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prospect, suppliers, branches, subsidiaries, employees,

Management Features - Customer Relationship Management

CRM records and tasks available on the move
Information, contacts, documents and tasks

are

available via App on the move. Through integration
with Google Calendar, you will be able to see and
re-schedule your appointments and, in real time, the
company appointment calendar will be updated.
CRM - records or tasks

Management Features - Customer Relationship Management
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Business intelligence: what is it used for?
The enormous volume of data and information that

Business

Intelligence

everyday is generated within the company is generally
overlooked because it is difficult to find and because it
requires a significant amount of time to be reorganized.
However with this module it is possible to pull out the
information quickly and transform it into knowledge
through statistics and dynamic charts.
It can become an important tool to support your business
decision.

Turn support, commercial and administrative
data into knowledge to support business
decisions.

Business Intelligence The tool to support decisions

In-depth analysis about support services
To better define the overview provided by AreaGate ‘s
dashboard it is possible to use the business intelligence
module to obtain accurate reports on support service

In summary

The service includes

This module allows a clear
and complete

analysis of

company results to provide
support for decision making.
After an initial overview
provided

by

AreaGate’s

Dashboard,

with

the

business

intelligence

module you will able to
create customized

reports

combining data of support
requests with commercial
and administrative data.

□□ The ability to get complete statistics of reliable data regarding
your company’s tasks in a click;

□□ The ability to share reports created with collaborators in
order to make important informations available;

activities.
Commercial and administrative data such as those
relating to purchases, sales, warehouse, orders,
accounting exposure and customer profitability can
be combined in order to be transformed into relevant
information to support management decisions.

□□ The ability to analyze data of maintenance activities and

Business Intelligence - In-depth
analysis of company data

assistance through different charts;

□□ The ability to compare data obtained at different time frames;
□□ The ability to include to the obtained data particular fields
calculated to get even more complete and accurate statistics

□□ Different “cubes” allow a complete analysis of comissions
order, contracts, purchasing data, sales and CRM dossiers;

□□ The ability to set up an automatic publication of statistics to
configured recipients;

Sharing reports within the company
Created reports can be automated and shared by
sending them directly by e-mail or posting them on
portals and websites.
Agents, technicians and customers will be able to
consult, explore and use all information linked to their
productivity browsing through charts ( read-only mode).
Business Intelligence - Share
reports within the organization
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Billing
Assist provides integrated billing of performed tasks,
stipulated contracts, services and products sold to the

Accountancy,
Warehouse,
Billing

customer.

An ERP managent software to support your business

Accounting

Through an assisted/bill-to customer structure, the
system offers an extensive choice of data and items
to be printed; grouping by assisted customer, goods,
service, you’ll be able to choose how to create the bill.
The system also handles billing to Public Administration,

Billing - Choosing data and items
to print

integrated with digital file archiving.

This module allows a complete and integrated
management of all the administrative needs.
Once that the customer bills are generated, they are

In summary

The service includes
of

□□ The ability to bill support requests, maintenance, contracts

Assist allows a complete

and sales all together or partitioned with various possibilities

management

of showing data within the bill;

The

ERP

administrative

structure
of
needs

the
of

companies.
For

those

companies

wishing to have a single
integrated

management

system, Assist offers a series
of modules that allow you
to

increase

productivity

and have a direct business
activity monitoring.

□□ Billing to public administration;
□□ Billing organized by father-son customers;
□□ Automatic accounting of bills of customer and suppliers;
□□ Navigating financial documents;
□□ Management of projected cash flows;
□□ Complete, browseable statistics on accounting data;
□□ Complete management of the company warehouses,
(internal and external);

□□ Manage transfers between warehouses, stock and stocktaking

then accounted to automatically create the payment
schedule. Futhermore, passive schedule, collections
and payments, bank receipt, assets, cost centers,
cash flow and preparation of financial statements
are just some of the features that make a company
independent in the internal management of accounting.

Warehouse
With Assists it is possible to manage multiple company
warehouses, which are also used to manage the
technicians’ traveling warehouses in order to always
have product movements under control.
Using the app it is possible to manage trasfers between

management;

warehouses; the integrated system of notifications will

warehouse’s enhancement;

Stocktaking, stock management, stock safety and stock

□□ Stock and orders management, automatic reorders and

Accounting - Managing all
administrative needs

keep trace of all the movements.

enhancement are just some of the features available to

Warehouse - Stocktaking
management, orders and
automatic reorder

the company.
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Assist modules

Notes

Assist is a modular software where all the various features may be added at any time to the basic
package according to the specific needs of each company. Some modules have a fixed cost, some
have a cost based on the needed number of users.

Basic module
This module includes all the functionality related to the management of technical support, estimates of costs,
warehouse, customers/suppliers orders and billing

Internal repairs

page 14

page 49

Module at a fixed cost to manage the entire flow
of the internal repairs

Module at a fixed cost to manage accesses and
consultation for each agent

AreaGate & App

Parent customer access

page 40 - 16

page 49

Module at variable cost to use all AreaGate and
App services

Module at a fixed cost to manage accesses and
consultation for each bill-to customer

Contracts

Customers access & Piping

page 26

page
46-42

Module at a fixed cost to manage service contracts
and planned maintenance

Module at a variable cost to enable email piping
and call insertion by your customers

Plants and matriculation numbers

Accounting

Module at a fixed cost to manage plants and
matriculation numbers
page 24

Module at a fixed cost to manage business
accounting

Checklist

Commissions orders

page 32

page 59

page 30

Module at a fixed cost to manage control checklists
upon plants and matriculation numbers

Module at a fixed cost to manage commissions

Integrated optical storage

CRM

Module at a fixed cost to manage data archiving

Module at a fixed cost to manage business
organization and customer relations

Scheduler

Business intelligence

page 38

page 54

page 56

Module at a variable cost to link technicians to
your company scheduler

Module at a variable cost to manage statistics

Calendar

Attempted sale

page 37

Module at a variable cost to link the technicians’
appointment calendar with Google Calendar
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Agents access

Assist

page 23

Module at a fixed cost to manage attempted
sales

Assist
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